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Oasis Basin Collection

A curated palette of eight colours infuse the Plumbline Oasis Basins with their distinctive style. Meticulously 
designed for Aotearoa New Zealand, these coloured basins feature a matt finish. In your bathroom their 
allure is unmistakable. While these basins are durable and robust, like all bathroomware it is still important 
they are cared for and maintained in order to keep them looking new for years to come.

Pre-installation 

Prior to installing the basin, inspect it closely to ensure it has not been damaged in transport. Avoid leaving 
tools in the basin during the installation process. 

Cleaning

For general day-to-day cleaning of the basin, we recommend applying warm soapy water with a microfibre 
cloth, this will help prevent calcium build up and limescale. 

To remove harsh marking such as limescale and calcium build up, CLR, white vinegar, bleach or turpentine 
can be used remove this. Avoid using acetone and highly acidic or citrus based products.

Note  - Do not allow water temperature to exceed 55°C.

Repair Kits - When damaged, repair kits are available on request.

The below voids warranty:

• Damage caused by accident, misuse, alterations, modifications, improper handling, or abuse.

• Installation, care, maintenance, and cleaning not in accordance with suggested procedures or 
guidelines.
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1 - Dry-fit the basin prior to applying 
silicone to ensure the waste hole 
aligns with the waste trap.

2 - Ensure the vanity top is dry, then 
apply a small bead of silcone on the 
underside of the basin, and place it 
in the desired position.

3 - Connect up the waste and test 
for any leaks.

4 - Apply a bead of silicone around 
the bottom edge to seal between 
the vanity top and basin. 

IMPORTANT! 
Please read these instructions prior to installation

Warranty Information

Please refer to the warranties page on our website

https://plumbline.co.nz/warranty-information


